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Michael Kassel is an accomplished Information Technology professional with 18 plus years of experience 

managing software development teams and projects in the financial services domain.  He has an 

impressive track record of designing and implementing strategic frameworks, improving IT performance, 

increasing customer satisfaction and service levels, delivering projects on time within budget, providing 

high quality vendor management, and team building.  

He has performed the roles of Software Developer, Business Analyst, Project Manager, Support 

Technician, Support Manager, Incident Management, Off-Shore Relationship Manager, Disaster Recovery 

Coordinator, Head of Development, and Head of Corporate System during his tenure at Millennium 

Partners Hedge Fund.  His corporate clients included Operations, Accounting, Compliance, Trading, HR, 

Trader Onboarding, and the Executive team 

Mr. Kassel has worked on several high-profile projects.  One such project was the European Short Selling 
Regulation for the Compliance department.  This entailed the creation of two report, one for equites and 
one for fixed income.  The reports detail changes in net short positions.  Changes may trigger a reporting 
requirement based on breach of defined thresholds with regard to short position size vs outstanding float.  
Data included securitization of ETFs, prior day positions, and outstanding shares.   

Another project he was responsible for was the daily P&L system.  This system calculated Fund Returns, 

and reported P&L and Fund Returns.  This included a breakdown of the returns at various levels such as 

by trader account, strategy, fund, month, quarter, and year-to-date.  The system would distribute the 

reporting to concerned parties including bursting out detail pages to each trading group. 

He was also instrumental in creating a framework to bring into Millennium 1,000s of data files from their 

Prime Brokers via a fully automated process.  The process would poll for new data files and when found, 

it would FTP the file(s), un-zip, decrypt, load into database tables, and finally kick off a downstream 

process to consume the data for either reconciliation or reporting.   

Prior to Millennium Mr. Kassel worked at Credit Suisse as a senior programmer working within their 

treasury department on a PowerBuilder conversion project. 

Prior to Credit Suisse he worked at Columbia House as a Project Leader developing their inventory control 

system and catalog system using Focus, Oracle, and JCL. 

Michael holds an MBA in Finance from Fordham University and a Bachelor of Science degree in Computer 
Science and Applied Mathematics from Stony Brook University. He is an active member of the Project 
Management Institute and holds a PMP Certification.   
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